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ABSTRACT

The 2014–2015 Ebola virus disease (EVD) epidemic in West Africa was the largest in history. The three most affected countries, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, have faced enormous challenges in controlling transmission and providing clinical care for patients with EVD. The Chinese government, in response to the requests of the WHO and the governments of the affected countries, responded rapidly by deploying Chinese military medical teams (CMMTs) to the areas struck by the deadly epidemic. A total of three CMMTs, comprising 115 military medical professionals, were rotationally deployed to Freetown, Sierra Leone to assist with infection prevention and control, clinical care and health promotion and training. Between 1 October 2014 and 22 March 2015, the CMMTs in Sierra Leone admitted and treated a total of 773 suspected and 285 confirmed EVD cases. Among the 285 confirmed cases, 146 (51.2%) patients survived after treatment. In addition, the CMMTs maintained the record of zero infections among healthcare workers and zero cross-infections between quarantined patients. In this manuscript, we aim to give an overview of the mission, and share our best practices experience on pre-deployment preparedness, EVD holding and treatment centre building and EVD case management.

INTRODUCTION

The 2014–2015 Ebola virus disease (EVD) epidemic in West Africa was the largest in history. The three most affected countries, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, have faced enormous challenges in controlling transmission and providing clinical care for patients with EVD. On 8 August 2014, the WHO officially announced that the current EVD outbreak had become a public health emergency and urgently called upon the international community to provide medical aid.1 In response to this call, the Chinese government activated its civil-military coordinating disaster rescue mechanism by deploying Chinese military medical teams (CMMTs) to Sierra Leone and Liberia, two of the three most affected countries. From 15 September 2014 to 20 March 2015, three CMMTs consisting of 115 military medical professionals, including doctors, nurses and public health experts from the 302 hospital, a military hospital specialising in infectious diseases (IDs), were rotationally deployed to Freetown, Sierra Leone to provide clinical care, infection control and health promotion.

This manuscript gives an overview of the rescue mission of the CMMTs in Sierra Leone, and shares our best practice experiences on pre-deployment preparedness, EVD holding and treatment centre (HTC) building and EVD case management.

Key messages

- The 2014–2015 Ebola virus disease (EVD) epidemic in West Africa was the largest recorded in history.
- Three Chinese military medical teams (CMMTs) were deployed to Sierra Leone to assist with infection prevention and clinical care of EVD.
- The CMMTs in Sierra Leone admitted and treated a total of 773 suspected and 285 confirmed EVD cases.
- The CMMTs in Sierra Leone admitted a total of 773 suspected and 285 confirmed EVD cases. Among the 285 confirmed cases, 146 survived after treatment.

PREDEPLOYMENT PREPAREDNESS

A CMMT in Sierra Leone was designed to have four functional units: organisational administration, medical care, infection prevention and control (IPC) and logistics. Team members were selected accordingly from the 302 Hospital of the Chinese Army, a military hospital specialising in IDs. Doctors and nurses were required to be middle or senior level with excellent clinical skills, and most of them had participated in rescue missions during the 2003 SARS outbreak, the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake or the earthquake in Haiti in 2010. Overall, there were 28 doctors, 50 nurses, 12 IPC officers and 25 logistical personnel, and the specialties among the recruited doctors included ID, surgery, critical-care medicine, radiology and laboratory medicine.

Except for members of the first-deployed CMMT, all other members received a 4-week, full-time training course covering language, local culture, EVD virological knowledge, personal protective equipment (PPE) usage, EVD clinical care, facility sterilisation and public sanitation. The training course was administered in a three-step process and the content was based on documents released by the WHO and the Chinese and Sierra Leonean governments.2–4 The first and second steps were theoretical study and PPE usage, respectively. In the third step, the trainees received training in EVD clinical care in a ward designed to simulate a real-life EVD ward in Sierra Leone, with features such as a highly humid environment and an average
temperature of 30°C–34°C. To minimise the risk of EVD exposure, all members had to pass an examination at the end of each step before progressing.

BUILDING THE EVD HTC

Members of the first CMMT received the order to embark on the rescue mission on 13 September 2014 and arrived in Sierra Leone 4 days later. In Freetown, they rebuilt the Jui Government Hospital and converted it into a specialised EVD HTC with a 40-bed capacity, which could be expanded to 78 beds, within the first week of their deployment. The Sierra Leone government then renamed the hospital as China–Sierra Leone Friendship Hospital. The construction of the hospital was based upon the standards required by the Chinese ID hospital architecture design specification, the Chinese ID hospital construction standards and the established WHO practices guidelines.2–5 The interior layout structure of the China–Sierra Leone joint EVD HTC is shown in Figure 1.

All other preparation work including ward decoration, equipment setting, local staff training and drafting of standard operation procedures (SOPs) for EVD treatment were completed in the following 2 weeks. On 1 October 2014, the China–Sierra Leone joint EVD HTC was fully functional, and soon became a major international medical aid facility in the Freetown area.

CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF EVD CASES

Timely patient quarantine, early diagnosis and effective care are key factors for the termination of EVD transmission. According to the SOP for EVD case screening (Figure 2), a rapid assessment of every incoming patient with EVD-like symptoms at the triage area of the EVD HTC was performed.6–7 Suspected cases were immediately admitted to the quarantine wards. In order to confirm the diagnosis of EVD, a blood sample from each patient was tested by an Ebola-virus-specific PCR test in a mobile clinical laboratory with results returned within 24 h of an individual being quarantined. Confirmed EVD cases were transferred to the treatment ward within the second 24 h of quarantine while those with negative results were discharged. For patients with symptoms of less than 72 h or who were younger than 12 years of age, a prolonged period of observation was maintained until EVD was ruled out by a second PCR examination 48 h later, even if they manifested negative results in the first round PCR test.

To standardise the management of EVD, the CMMTs issued a series of SOPs that included 68 categories and 243 separate items. These SOPs standardised every detail of EVD management including staff training, work shifts, ward rounds, triage processes, patient history collection, medical document writing, nursing care, medicine provision, IPC, waste disposal and emergency disposal. The CMMTs also developed SOPs for PPE use, EVD case management, EVD nursing and hospital infection control in the China–Sierra Leone joint EVD HTC.

The CMMTs provided comprehensive and stratified treatments to EVD cases. Upon confirmation, all patients were placed into one of three categories (mild, medium and severe) by a group of senior doctors according to the severity of the illness. The parameters considered were age, the presence of hypovolemic shock or coma or organ failure, baseline conditions and complications and the results of radiological and laboratory examinations. The most deadly pathophysiological change caused by EVD was hypovolemic shock caused by severe vomiting and diarrhoea or internal bleeding; thus, the primary principle of our therapeutic strategy was to provide adequate fluid resuscitation and to correct electrolyte abnormalities. This was generally achieved by the administration of rehydration fluid orally in mild and medium category patients or intravenously in severe ill patients.

Figure 1  The indoor structure of the China–Sierra Leone joint Ebola virus disease holding and treatment centre. CMMT, Chinese military medical team.
In addition, treatment aimed to protect or restore the function of vital organs such as the brain, kidney and liver, and to provide adequate energy and nutrition as well as any other appropriate symptom-relief treatments.2

Approximately 15% of our patients were children under the age of 12, and in addition to the regular treatments, additional supportive treatments were also introduced to paediatric EVD cases—zinc supplementation was given to children who had suffered from diarrhoea for more than 10 days and vitamins A and K were provided to all children under five and children with haemorrhage, respectively.2

Between 1 October 2014 and 22 March 2015, the China–Sierra Leone joint EVD HTC admitted and treated 773 suspected EVD cases and 285 confirmed EVD cases; among the 285 confirmed cases, 146 (51.2%) survived and 139 died (48.8%). The CMMT’s clinical performance did not rank well at the early stage of the mission, as measured by a weekly clinical quality report issued by the Ministry of Health, Sierra Leone; however, after overcoming some early challenges, the CMMT caught up and scored well on the weekly report comparable with other international agencies.

There were zero infections among healthcare workers (HCWs) and no cross-infections between quarantined patients for 171 days. This achievement was attributed to six key strategies (Box 1).

**EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND VIROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND PATIENT FOLLOW-UP**

As the China–Sierra Leone joint EVD HTC was the frontline in the battle to combat the widespread emergence of the Ebola virus, it was vitally important to collect real-time clinical data for decision makers’ use when calibrating their anti-EVD policy;
a recent study revealed a sharp increase in the genetic diversity of genome sequences from the information gathered from 175 full-length Ebola virus testing team in Sierra Leone were able to successfully monitor a digital database coupled with the China mobile laboratory for the Sierra Leone Ministry of Health and Sanitation, for the reported cases. Although there were 28,183 confirmed since the EVD epidemic started, declared no newly mention in all of the 773 suspected EVD cases.

The HCWs in the Chinese–Sierra Leone joint EVD HTC were divided into small groups (three to four people), and the group members worked together to protect each other and to avoid unexpected exposure. In addition, via surveillance cameras, the IPC team members monitored the whole HTC 24/7, and warnings were issued when behaviours deemed to pose a risk of EVD transmission was observed.

Patients were quarantined in separate rooms whenever possible; when not possible, patients from the same family or with the same exposure history or with similar disease severity were placed in the same room.

Inside the quarantine rooms, the beds were at least 1.5 m apart and physical contact between the patients was strictly prohibited. The IPC group members patrolled the ward every hour and continuously monitored all patients through the surveillance cameras.

Each patient had their own PPE and other supplies.

To reduce the duration of quarantine and accelerate the recycling of rooms, all PCR results had to be returned within 24 h.

the CMMTs established a clinical data management group (CDMG) to collect, analyse and report our EVD data and to follow up on the discharged cases. Patients discharged with a negative diagnosis were to be followed up weekly by telephone for 4 weeks. Those with no reported EVD-related death or rehospitalisation within 4 weeks of discharge, bearing in mind that the incubation time of EVD is 21 days, were defined as clear of nosocomial infection. The names of those patients who could not reach by telephone were searched for in the central database at the EVD command centre of Sierra Leone to rule out EVD-related death or rehospitalisation within 4 weeks of discharge, to provide definitive evidence of nosocomial infection in all of the 773 suspected EVD cases.

A specifically designed unified EVD case report form held on a digital database coupled with the China mobile laboratory testing team in Sierra Leone were able to successfully monitor the genetic diversity of the Ebola virus in real time. By analysing the information gathered from 175 full-length Ebola virus genome sequences from five districts in Sierra Leone, their recent study revealed a sharp increase in the genetic diversity of the virus since 2014.

By 22 March 2015, the third and last CMMT in Sierra Leone had successfully completed its mission. Two days before it left, the Sierra Leone Ministry of Health and Sanitation, for the first time since the EVD epidemic started, declared no newly reported cases. Although there were 28,183 confirmed cases and 11,306 deaths reported in West Africa during the outbreak, the international community finally saw hope of victory in the battle against Ebola. The CMMTs have made important contributions to the success of this battle through their quick response, professional EVD management and robust support of the local health system.

CONCLUSIONS
This was the first time that the Chinese military medical forces have performed a humanitarian mission as an independent unit; it had no previous experience in hospital building, foreign staff training, long-term overseas logistic support or international cooperation. During the mission, the teams obtained enormous valuable experience in preventing and controlling this public health crisis, but also faced tremendous challenges. For example, for some time, communication between the CMMTs and the local HCWs and health administrative officers was poor because of language and cultural differences between China and Sierra Leone. This may be the main reason for the relatively poor ranking of Jui Hospital in the early stages of the mission. Although the language and cultural differences were quickly overcome, they could be a substantial barrier in future missions. In addition, as the Chinese Army does not have an overseas logistic chain, securing equipment and supplies from the homeland is an additional challenge for CMMTs. In the present case, the first CMMT had to ensure it had enough medical supplies for 2 months, while the medical supplies for the second and third CMMTs were shipped by sea 2 months before the teams set off, and they purchased most of their food supplies from the local market.

The preservation of human life should be an urgent concern of all governments when countries are confronted with a disaster like the 2014 EVD outbreak. The Chinese nation and its Army are ready to contribute more actively to the international community when humanitarian issues arise and it is likely that increasing numbers of Chinese medical teams, either military or civilian, will be seen in the field fighting against natural disasters in the future.
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